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Leaving a legacy of leadership 
Kesler's impact reaches beyond Taylor 
News Editor 
Jay Kesler has left his mark on 
Taylor in many ways. However, 
the faculty and students of Taylor 
are not the only ones who have 
experienced the impact of 
Kesler's life. Upland residents 
are just as thankful to have 
known the Taylor president. 
Kesler has spoken in various 
Chamber of Commerce meetings 
and for other city organizations. 
According to Kevin Crawford, 
president of the Upland Chamber 
of Commerce, "Jay is a sincere 
man who is committed to both 
Taylor and Upland ... He has 
been a steady visible example 
for all." 
Crawford met Kesler as a 
member of the Youth For Christ 
organization in high school. "It 
was when Jay was speaking at 
my high school that I had the 
opportunity to meet him for the 
first time," Crawford said. 
"Even then, his strong character 
complimented him and was evi­
dent." 
Warren Ross, a member of the 
chamber board of directors and 
founder of Our Town Upland, 
echoed Crawford's sentiments. 
"Jay always showed great com­
mitment to the [Upland] commu­
nity T... He took the program 
'Community Plunge' and used it 
to integrate the Taylor community 
with the Upland community." 
Community Plunge, which began 
10 years ago, was designed as a 
way for Taylor students to reach 
out and participate in service proj­
ects around Upland. 
Ross added that it was Kesler 
who took the visualization of the 
"Our Town Depot" project and 
gave it the necessary boost. "We 
had a dream and Jay made the 
effort through an extensive cam­
paign...The university itself gave 
$7,000 dollars for the project." 
In honor of Kesler's efforts and 
active amount of participation 
within the community, the 
Upland Chamber of Commerce 
presented him with a plaque at 
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Jay Kesler will retire July 1, 
after serving as president of 
Taylor University for 15 years. 
Upon his retirement, Kesler 
will assume the role of chancel­
lor, a position created uniquely 
for him. According to Kesler's 
wife, Janie, the new president, 
David Gyertson, will define the 
position. "I think it will be more 
of a symbolic role...a lot of 
fundraising, but rather low-key," 
she said. Kesler agreed, and 
added that his position will also 
entail maintaining visibility for 
the campus. 
Both Kesler and his wife are 
excited about the opportunities 
they will have in their upcoming 
retirement. Mrs. Kesler said that 
they are looking forward to re­
entering the Taylor community 
and having the chance to attend 
school activities, athletic games 
and plays. Kesler said he is most 
eager about having free time and 
"not having a schedule." Mrs. 
Kesler also said that they are 
happy to be settling in Upland. 
They recently built a house less 
than one block from campus, in 
which Kesler did the interior 
woodworking himself. Mrs. 
Kesler said, "The retired people 
in this community think there's 
no better place to be than on this 
campus...Here we can go any­
where; we have access to any­
thing. It's wonderful and 
refreshing." 
Kesler has been a part of Taylor 
for many years. After graduating 
in 1958, he became the residence . 
hall director of Swallow Robin. 
Photo courtesy of Jim Garringen 
President Jay Kesler speaks during a chapel service. Kesler will retire this year after 15 years of 
serving as Taylor's president. Kesler plans to assume the role of chancellor, a position that will 
primarily consist of fundraising and other low-key duties. 
He went to work with Youth For 
Christ/USA in 1955 and contin­
ued his ministry there in many 
positions, the last of which was 
president, between 1973-1985. 
During his time with YFC, 
Kesler kept his relationship with 
Taylor and even served as the 
keynote speaker for Youth 
Conference in 1979. He 
returned to Taylor as the 28th 
president of the university in the 
fall of 1985. 
Kesler has served on multiple 
boards and advisory committees 
and has also authored at least 20 
books on topics varying from the 
many aspects of family life to 
being holy. He was a speaker on 
"A Family Forum," a daily five-
minute radio broadcast that aired 
on over 400 stations nation-wide 
up until last year. His work has 
been published in numerous pub­
lications. Kesler has been given 
"degrees from seven different uni­
versities and over nine organiza­
tions have awarded him with hon­
ors. 
James Kutnow, student body 
president, has had the opportuni­
ty to work closely with Kesler. 
"It's been a real pleasure. 
Everybody looks up to [Kesler], 
but no one really knows him. I 
feel like I got to know him on a 
deeper level...He really opens 
himself up. And to see him 
working...has been such a good 
learning experience," Kutnow 
said. 
A celebration will be held May 
13, in honor of the Keslers and 
their service to Taylor. The pro­
gram will begin at 1:30 p.m. 
May 12,2000 
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She's the woman...behind the man 
Janie Kesler on life as the first lady, meeting Jay, and her big plans for retirement 
When Janie Kesler was a young 
girl, she never dreamed that she 
would marry the boy around the 
corner, or that she would spend 
over fifteen years of her adult life 
living on a college campus in 
rural Indiana. She didn't know 
that her husband would become 
one of the most popular presi­
dents at Taylor University, or that 
they would end up retiring right 
where they began dating. But 
she's not complaining. 
Janie grew up as the youngest 
of four children in South Bend, 
Ind. During those years, she 
lived in the same neighborhood 
as Jay, although they never knew 
each other. "We went to the same 
kindergarten-he in the morning, 
and I in the afternoon," she said. 
At the age of eight, Janie's fami­
ly moved to Mishiwaka, Ind. 
Most of Janie's childhood cen­
tered around her sister, who was 
physically handicapped. "We all 
tried to help her have a good, full 
life. She was a terrific person and 
we are all better people for hav­
ing known her," Janie said. Her 
sister, whom Janie considers to 
have been her very best friend, 
died in 1985. 
Jay and Janie crossed paths 
while he was attending Ball State 
University in Muncie, Ind. "We 
met through the local Youth For 
Christ in South Bend," Janie 
said. "As a new Christian, he 
was looking for friendships...we 
had a large group and we assimi­
lated him into our group." This 
led to a good friendship between 
them. Jay and Janie kept up a 
correspondence while he was 
away at school. "In Jay's words, 
we were 'purely platonic.' I still 
remember getting out the diction­
ary to look that word up," Janie 
laughed. 
The year Janie became a fresh­
man at Taylor, her future groom 
transferred to Taylor from Ball 
State as a junior. There, the 
"purely platonic" relationship 
between Janie and Jay developed 
into something a little deeper. 
"Back then the dorms closed at 
10 p.m...Jay would come visit in 
Swallow Robin at 9:45 every 
night after work for a year," Janie 
said. While Jay finished his first 
senior year at Taylor (Jay was a 
fifth year senior!), Janie decided 
to say farewell to her 'undecided' 
major and began working. The 
two were married on June 7 the 
following year. 
The Keslers didn't get too far 
away from Taylor after marrying, 
however. "After college, we had 
an offer to be in student develop­
ment [at Taylor]. Jay was the 
hall director for Swallow Robin, 
which housed sophomore men at 
the time, and I became the secre­
tary to the head resident of 
Magee-Campbell dormitory," 
she said. "We had all our meals 
in the dome-all three! I had to 
put off my cooking skills for a 
whole year," Janie said. 
The first year of their marriage, 
the Keslers lived in a little trailer 
off 2nd Street, and then moved 
into Swallow Robin. Since Janie 
was only around 21 years old at 
the time, she said she still found 
opportunities to be with college 
students. "While I was here, I 
played in the band...they were 
desperate for band members! I 
played the trumpet and toured 
with them during spring break," 
she said. 
Jay eventually got a job working 
at Youth For Christ International 
in Wheaton, 111., and the Keslers 
lived there for nearly 23 years. 
"[Jay] held just about every posi­
tion up until he became presi­
dent...Taylor has been his only 
career change," she said. While 
Jay was busy working his way up 
the YFC ladder, Janie said she 
found her niche in being home 
with their three children and sup­
porting her husband. "My main 
responsibility was keeping my 
family and home together. Jay 
traveled non-stop; however, it 
didn't feel that separating," she 
said. "He felt a calling to YFC, 
and it was a joint venture. He 
always made me feel veiy much a 
part of his calling." 
The Keslers made their way. 
back to Taylor in 1985, and Janie 
said they couldn't have been hap­
pier. "There is no more caring 
place than this community.Jt's a 
beautiful thing to behold," she 
said. 
Although their kids have grown 
up and now have children of their 
own, Janie's perception of her 
role has yet to change. "I still 
have a supporting role, but it's an 
important one...one I do rather 
well," she said. "Hosting, being 
present...I think being at Jay's 
side has been very symbolic. It 
shows that we are a couple and 
are both committed to this institu­
tion." 
But, now that Jay's retirement is 
just around the corner, Janie's 
responsibilities are about to 
change, and she's excited at the 
Photo contributed by Jim Garringer 
Janie Kesler enjoys a beautiful day and the chance to spend 
some quality time with her grandson. 
prospect. She is an avid reader 
and said she loves "good fiction, 
biographies, historical novels and 
a good mystery now and then." 
She also enjoys rollerblading and 
spending time with her grand­
children. But more than anything 
else, Janie said she is excited 
about her new house and the free­
dom that will come with it. "I am 
really looking forward to being a 
homemaker. Having my own 
home, digging in my own 
flowerbeds, having the time to do 
things...." 
Although the Keslers have 
enjoyed the time they have spent 
at Taylor, Janie said that they are 
very sure the time is right for 
their retirement. "This has been a 
wonderful chapter of our lives, 
and I have felt a great partnership 
with Jay. But we're looking for­
ward to the next chapter." 
~TUrt acts 
Jay "crammed four years 
[of school] into five" and 
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name is Lewis. 
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*When Jay 
first met Janie, 
she was 
"practically 
*Jay's most embarassing 
moment took place his 
first year as president of 
Taylor during the com­
mencement ceremony. 
He introduced Melvin Hill 
as the student who was 
supposed to leads the 
school song, but Hill was 
actually the person who 
had written the song. Hill 
had died "in 1867 or 
something" so Jay actu­
ally introduced a dead 
man to lead the song! 
*As a student, he and some 
friends spent a whole day filling 
another student's room with 
newspaper as a practical joke. 
*As junior class 
president, Jay was 
"kidnapped" and 
kept under heavy 
surveillance in a 
farm basement until 
other members of 
, his class came to 
rescue him. 
t 
*As a child, Jay had a real 
Rider BB gun, just like the 
in "A Christmas Story." 
*Jay saw Janie for 
the first time when 
she was on stage 
singing in a 
women's trio at a 




Rec( was Democratic, 
one but he now con­
siders himself an 
Independent. 
A few of Jay's 
favorite things: 
* Drink: Diet Coke 
* Food: Janie's fried chicken 
* Cookie: Oatmeal raisin 
* TV show: "Booknotes" with 
Brian Lamb 
* Movie: On Golden Pond 
* Music: Tschaikowsky, classical 
* Book: Anna Karinina 
* Color: Green "like grass" 
* Pets: A dog named Sammy 
* Vacation Spot: Eau Claire 
Lakes 
information courtesy of Sarah Borgwardt 
and Liz Cardy, First West Olson. 
i 
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tics of a 
C h r i s t i a n  
c o l l e g e  
p r e s i d e n t ,  
the follow­
ing traits 
come to my mind: godly, vision­
ary, passion to learn, intelligent, 
strong, student-oriented, deci­
sion-maker, compassion for peo­
ple, listener, peacemaker, kind. 
The 11 characteristics I have list­
ed are only a few of the traits I 
believe would be needed by a 
president of Taylor University. 
Dr. Jay Kesler has certainly 
demonstrated these characteris­
tics in a wide spectrum of cir­
cumstances. 
As dean of students, I have 
received dedicated and compas­
sionate encouragement from Dr. 
Kesler as he has helped me 
through many difficult decisions 
and situations. He respects each 
student, always thinks the best 
and believes strongly in their 
potential regardless of their 
background or station in life. He 
has served as my mentor, and I 
have found him to seek God's 
way first as 1 have leaned on him 
for advice many times. As we all 
know, Dr. Kesler is an avid 
learner, and he is a delightful 
person to be around because one 
never leaves him without feeling 
encouraged and challenged intel­
lectually. He is one of the most 
authentic people I have ever met, 
and I find that he treats everyone 
Kesler thanked for friendship, leadership 
In June of 1985, Joenita and I had our first 
acquaintance with Jay & janie Kesler. This actu­
ally was a dinner at the Studebaker Mansion in 
South Bend, IN. The purpose of our time togeth­
er was to give Jay an opportunity to decide 
whether he'd feel comfortable with me as the 
Provost/Executive Vice President and serve as 
the chief operating officer for the university. 
Here it is almost 15 years later and the^last 
paragraph in this chapter of Taylor's history is almost finished. The 
experience has been fantastic. The relationship that has been devel­
oped and refined between the Keslers and Yosts is one of enormous 
loyalty, integrity, love and respect. 
Early in our working relationship, Jay expressed to me a desire for 
our relationship to model that of Jonathan and David. I was quite 
aware of the story as recorded in 1 Samuel 20. I immediately 
reviewed it and realized it was the desire of my heart to become total­
ly committed to the instruction found in verse 4- where Jonathan said 
to David, "Whatever you want me to do, I'll do for you." That real­
ly has been the essence of my motivation for the past 15 years. 
There is no doubt in my mind that God brought us together in 1985 
because of the needs that were required for Taylor's future. Jay is the 
visionary. Daryl is the actualizer. Jay's gifts are exhortation and 
encouragement. Daryl's gifts are administration and decision-mak­
ing. We didn't decide how to "divide the assignments" - it was God's 
choice of bringing two people together who had a deep desire to 
serve and honor God through a place called Taylor University. 
Outside my immediate family, Jay is my best friend. There are few 
things, if any, Jay doesn't know about me. 1 love him because he is 
very loyal to and honest with me. Even though we've had those occa­
sions when we haven't agreed on a particular topic, he's never 
allowed a circumstance to interfere with that more important rela­
tionship. In deference to what some may have thought or expressed, 
the covenant has been seamless. We did not allow the "rumors of the 
world" to interfere with our desire to remain loyal and faithful to one 
another. 
1 am now finishing 41 years in education. I've had many wonder­
ful and exciting experiences, but these last 15 have been the most ful­
filling. 
Now, it is time to move on, and I intend to do just that. The jour­
ney is not finished. You can be sure of one thing—I will work just as 
hard at the tasks that are before us in 2000-01 as he did in any previ­
ous years. It really is not about serving man to satisfy his desires but 
to serve God for His honor and glory. It is invigorating to be about 
His kingdom and the opportunities therein. 
Thanks, Jay, for helping me to develop a passion to serve Him. 
-Daryl Yost 
equally, regardless of social sta­
tus, race, gender or position. 
When he speaks publicly, I 
have come to expect a straight­
forward biblical message sprin­
kled with humor and anecdotes, 
and I leave encouraged and 
challenged. I have never figured 
out how he keeps such a busy 
schedule, yet finds time to be so 
productive as a master carpen­
ter, builder, fisherman and avid 
reader. Obviously, he is a high-
energy person, and I would not 
want to try to keep up with him. 
He is a very fortunate man to 
have a loyal and committed 
Christian wife like Janie Kesler. 
Dr. Kesler's success as a 
Christian leader internationally, 
nationally and here at Taylor 
University certainly is based on 
his desire to be used by God, but 
Janie has been the constant sup­
port, prayer partner and strength 
behind him at every point in his 
life. The wonderful husband-
and-wife model they have been 
to the Taylor University com­
munity has been unusual, and 
only God knows how they have 
impacted all our lives. I often 
wondered at Jay and Janie's 
Christmas party how many col­
lege presidents in the world 
would go to a basketball game 
and a Christmas party for stu­
dents in their footie pajamas. 
But I know his motive and real­
ize he wants all of us not to lose 
our child-like faith and not take 
ourselves too seriously, either. 
Much will be written about 
him, but I want to thank Dr. 
Kesler for his faith in me as dean 
of students and for his prayers 
and faith in our student body. In 
conclusion, many of my col­
leagues at other colleges and 
universities have commented to 
me how fortunate Taylor 
University's Student 
Development is to have a presi­
dent who is so enthusiastically 
vocal and supportive of our 
whole-person educational 
model. Dr. Kesler, it has been a 
wonderful privilege to serve 
under you and to partner with 
you in building the kingdom at 
Taylor University. Thankfully, 
you have put God first and have 
seen this work as eternal. That is 
what has made the difference. 
-Walt Campbell 
Secretary enjoys working with 
dedicated and inspiring president 
What an experience it 
has been to work with 
our president and first 
lady, Jay and Janie 
Kesler! 
I have found with the 
Keslers that what you see 
is what you get. They are 
the same in their interac­
tions with people regardless of the person's 
station in life. They treat each human being 
with equal respect and view them as a child 
of God. 
For a man whose schedule keeps him busy 
what seems like 24 hours a day, seven days 
a week, he still meets with any student who 
requests time with him. A typical day may 
start with a 6:30 or 7:00 am. breakfast meet­
ing and end with a dinner or devotions in a 
dorm wing, sometimes as late as 10:30 p.m. 
Along with this schedule on campus, he 
serves on the board of Brotherhood Mutual 
Insurance Company, Christianity Today and 
STAR Financial Bank, is on the advisory 
board for Focus on the Family Institute and 
is a faculty member for the Billy Graham 
Training Center at the Cove. He writes 
numerous articles for the on-campus publi­
cations as well as contributing to numerous 
other publications. In addition to all of these 
responsibilities, he is a sought-after speaker 
and travels countless miles fulfilling speak­
ing commitments. If we honored ail the 
requests he receives, he could be traveling to 
churches and conferences every weekend. 
He advises or sometimes just listens to 
people who come by the office. They may be 
students. They may be parents or visitors 
who have heard of Jay Kesler and just want 
to meet him. They may be people who have 
written a book and want Dr. Kesler to cri­
tique their manuscript. We often receive 
phone calls from people who have read one 
of his books and just want to talk to him 
about it, or have heard him discuss a problem 
on the radio that they are having in their fam­
ily. 
In all of this busyness, I have never heard 
him lose his temper. Even when actions 
upset him, he has a quiet, calm demeanor 
that is veiy effective in diffusing a situation. 
He brings calmness to many heated discus­
sions. He doesn't have to say he's in 
charge-his very presence shows you. He has 
a consistent Christ-like manner in every area 
of his life and is in prayer at all times, and it 
shows. 
He is never too busy to inquire how my day 
is going and never says a cross word to me. 
If I get behind on correspondence or if we 
miss a deadline, he is more likely to apolo­
gize to me than blame me for not keeping up, 
How his heart aches when one of God's 
people falls or is suffering physically, spiri­
tually or emotionally! He and Janie gracious­
ly take time to talk to anyone who drops by 
the house, even though it may be the only 
few hours they have at home without activi­
ties all week. 
I've never had the privilege of knowing 
people who live more consistently like Jesus 
in every area of their lives than the Keslers 
do. They have been a tremendous blessing to 
all of us who have known and worked with 
them. I feel very strongly that David and 
Nancy Gyertson will give us the same 
Christ-like leadership that Jay and Janie have 
given. 
To God be the glory, and may He continue 
to bless Taylor University with His presence. 
-Alberta Miller 
Here, Jay and Velma Rediger break the ground for the construction of the Randall envi­
ronmental science building In the early 1990's. 
Jay consults with Ken Ryder, sculptor of the Samuel Morris statues 
and examines preliminary models. 
A strapping young Jay Kesler 
graduated from Taylor 
University in 1958. 
Jay cuts the ribbon at the dedication of the Taylor 
University Fort Wayne campus. 
Hall during Jay's time as hall director in 1959. 
Jay was the keynote speaker at Youth 
Conference '79. At the time, he was 
President of Youth for Christ. 
...and today 
Jay on air for his question/answer radio show on WBCL 
Jay gives his successor, Dr. David 
Gyertson, a welcome embrace. 
Anna Parrish, Jay Kesler, Janie Kesler and Sarah Wind enjoy 
"Christmas with Jay" 199$ together. 
Jay and Dr. Bill Pennell sing a hymn during 
a l 
Jay and Janie are honored by the women of First West 
Olson at this open house dedicated to the couple. 
Students don their pajamas for Christmas with Jay. Every Christmas, students 
have gathered for Jay's reading of Ttoas the Night Before Christmas. 
At "Leap Around the Loop" 1996, over 700 
students hopped over each other. Jay is 
seen here being attacked by Kermit. 
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'What 
favorite memory of 
or quote 
by JayKesler? 
"I'll always remember him 
talking about sex in 
chapel. He always finds 
a way to work it in. 'You 
know, God's not a male 
or a female - he doesn't 
have anatomy,' and then he just keeps on 
going." 
"In a way unique to me, 
Jay has been a real pro­
moter and champion of 
the historical significance 
of Sammy Morris. When I 
started talking about tak­
ing a trip to Liberia, where Samuel Morris 
is from, he made it possible for me and 
one other person to go there to do 
research. He helped us find the finances 
to make that trip, and I've appreciated his 
enthusiastic support of that. Also, I have a 
strong impression of Jay's public dis­
course. He's always in tune with the 
themes that can touch a community, espe­
cially young people. In his accessibility to 
people here and the ways he maintains 
contact with everyone, it's just amazing 
that someone at the level of president 
would take the time to do that. We will 
miss him." 
"Marcus Malcom and I 
camped out on his front 
yard to try out a new tent. 
Jay drove by and waved." 
"One of the most unique 
things about Jay is his 
relationship with Janie. 
They're like this little jun­
ior-high flirty couple who 
still has fun together -
they're still so playful. I think of them as 
an awesome couple that I would like to 
have my marriage based after. You can 
see the passion. They have a lot of love 
and still have fun." 
"My favorite memory was 
just riding around in the 
car with him and talking 
with him like he's a buddy 
of mine, but still remem­
bering who he is. We 
would talk about going out and speaking 
together. He always made it seem like it 
was a family affair. He'd say, 'We should 
do something together, Joel. Go talking.'" 
liked how he thanked 
God for Charlie the 
Chicken in chapel one 
day. We were all stand­
ing for prayer saying 
things we were thankful 
for, and he said thanks for Charlie the 
Chicken. I was trying my hardest not to 
laugh, but guy behind me laughed really 
hard." • 
"When I took his ministry 
to youth class freshman 
year, he had us all over 
for a barbecue and talked 
to all of us. I think that 
"I took Jay's ministry to 
youth class and I always 
loved his stories in that 
class. I remember that 
he would talk about all 
these famous people he 
had met and come in contact with like it 
was no big deal - people like Chuck 
Colson, and all the things he did as presi­
dent for Youth for Christ. He's done all 
these amazing things, but all he cares was my only one-on-one 
encounter with Jay Kesler - by my mis- . about is serving God." 
take, not his." 
"More than anything, his 
character stands out. He 
strikes me as being like 
everyone's father or 
grandfather. Yes, he's the ; 
president and he's a well-1 
known figure, but he's also warm and like | 
a favorite next-door neighbor. He com-
| bines the expertise of a leader and speak-j 
er with personability and accessibility more 
than anyone else on campus." j 
' MM 
"We just had a bridal 
shower for Amanda Nagel j 
at his house. Dr. Kesler 
is doing her ceremony. I 
appreciate how they are 
4 approachable and sincere 
and down to earth. I was nervous to call 
and ask if we could use their house, but 
Janie was really nice and made me feel 
really comfortable. They were there and 
came in to talk with us for a while. They 
didn't make me feel bad about imposing, 
and they assured me that I wasn't." 
"In chapel, he said that 
every spring break he 
watches MTV to see if 
any Taylor students are 
doing the wet T-shirt con­
test." 
"I don't remember specifi­
cally what he said, but it 
was when he said 'geni­
tal' instead of Gentile in 
chapel -on purpose, of 
course." 
"I like how he says 'sex' 
in every one of his ser­
mons and messages. I 
really like his sincerity 
and his examples of 
learning and not being 
Iscared of something bigger than God." 
"One of my friends has a 
license plate off the back 
of his car." 
Taylor Students: 
Do you need to earn some money this summer? How about picking up your first paycheck before 
you leave campus this spring? Help us hire the best Christian school teachers in America and we'll 
mail you a check for: 
$1,000 
How it works: Consider who you know that you'd consider to be a "World Class High School 
Teacher" (from a public or private school). Then, help us get to know them by completing and sub­
mitting the form below. We'll send a certificate of recognition as a "World Class Teacher" to every 
teacher nominated in order to let them know they are appreciated. We will also make them aware 
of teaching opportunities at Wheaton Academy, one of the oldest Christian high schools in America. 
You are encouraged to nominate up to three teachers. We have openings in the following areas: 
Choral, French, Spanish, Math, Computer, Science, and History. For every new teacher we hire (for 
next fall) that you recommend, we will mail you a check for $1,000. Obviously, only the first per­
son to nominate an individual will be eligible. Only new contacts (excluding prospective teachers 
Wheaton Academy is already in contact with) will be eligible for the $1,000 stipend. Nominations 
must be completed -and returned by Monday, May 22, 2000. All information provided below will 
be kept confidential and only used for the purposes of directly contacting nominated individuals by 
Wheaton Academy. 
Nomination Form: 
Your name Phone # - - Summer # -_ -
Your current address 
Your summer address 
Your "World Class Teacher" nominee's name 
Nominee's address 
Nominee's phone # - - Nominee's place of employment 
1 low do you know the nominee? 
Why do you believe your nominee is worthy of being recognized as a "World Class Teacher?" 
Return nomination to: Ingrid Huber, Faculty Search Coordinator 
Wheaton Academy, 900 Prince Crossing Road, West Chicago, ILL 60185 
what their grandchildren experi­
ence, and to learn what the 
Taylor community experiences." 
Many students are excitedly 
awaiting the arrival of their 
grandparents. Freshman Natalie 
Whattoffs grandparents, Theron 
and Grace Jennings, are coming 
from Richmond, Ind., which is 
about an hour away. "They are 
very excited about the visit," 
says Whattoff, "and they have 
been working and planning for it 
since September." While they are 
here she hopes to spend some 
quality time with them by attend­
ing chapel and lunch together, 
having them sit in on her sociol­
ogy class, and by taking a 
leisurely walk around campus. 
She also plans to introduce them 
to her friends, who have been 
told that "the best grandparents 
in the world are coming.' 
Whattoff is anticipating their 
visit as a time of fellowship and 
a chance to introduce her grand­
parents to her life at Taylor. 
Tim Hess, who is also expecting 
his grandparents on Friday, said, 
"I think that it is really neat that 
they get to come." His grandpar­
ents, Dean and Marge 
McBumey, are traveling from 
Ashland, Ohio, and are looking 
forward to the event as well. 
Hess plans on taking his grand­
parents to classes, hitting 
Ivanhoe's, possibly going to the 
concert, and then heading back 
with them to his hometown for 
the remainder of the weekend. 
Each of the families are 
delighted at the opportunity to 











Taylathon rides again 
Vandals have a bash with students' windows 
KAREN PENNER g 
B»b£1B News Editor 
Fourteen cars on campus and 
two vehicles belonging to stu­
dents off-campus were broken 
into last Sunday morning. A sen­
ior Taylor student, who, for secu­
rity reasons, will remain name­
less, was an eyewitness to the 
event. Shortly past five Sunday 
morning, she awoke to a noise. 
"It sounded like something was 
breaking . . . [l]t was so early, it 
took me awhile to realize what 
was going on," she said. 
The witness' room, located in 
English Hall, has a window 
directly facing the parking lot 
shared by English, Wengatz and 
Gerig. The witness stated that 
she woke up to see two young 
men searching through each of 
the cars in the parking lot. 
"They were checking to see if any 
of the cars were locked and look­
ing through the windows for any­
thing valuable," she said. The 
eyewitness called Campus Safety 
immediately. 
As the witness waited for 
Campus Safety to arrive, she con­
tinued to watch the scene. While 
the two suspects were searching 
the cars, another car drove up. 
The eyewitness was unable to see 
how many people were in the car. 
The two suspects and the people 
in the car exchanged conversa­
tion, and then the car drove off, 
leaving the two suspects to con­
tinue searching through the cars. 
When Campus Safety and the 
Upland police arrived on the 
scene, the two suspects denied 
having any involvement in the 
vandalism. During the immedi­
ate questioning, the car with the 
additional suspects drove up and 
all were taken to the Campus 
Safety station. 
It was then that Mike Row, 
director of Campus Safety, 
arrived, read one of the suspects 
his Miranda rights and ques­
tioned him. "Because all of the 
other suspects were juveniles, I 
couldn't question them .... They 
have to have their parents pres­
ent," Row stated. 
Campus Safety, the Upland 
Police department and the Grant 
County Sheriff department are 
still investigating the situation. 
"[Today] the three departments 
will get together and bring 
together all the information about 
the case. Then we will take it to 
the prosecutor's office and the 
judge will decide if there is 
Weekend with Grandparents 
Fourteen cars across campus and two off-campus vehicles were 
Investigators are still in the process of gathering information to 
probable cause to make an arrest 
and go to court," Row said. 
Adrienne Brooks, one of the 
victims of the car vandalism, 
said she noticed damage to her 
car at 2 p.m. on Sunday. She 
reported that her driver's side 
window was broken, but nothing 
had been taken. 
When asked how she felt about 
the situation, Brooks replied, 
"Naturally I feel violated, but I 
think it's part of the risk of own­
ing a car. Things are like this are 
going to happen. I just plan to 
continue doing my part." 
Many car break-ins have been 
reported over the Upland area in 
the past several months. 
"It is significant that the 
vandalized last Sunday, 
bring before the judge. 
eyewitness saw what she did.," 
Row said. 
Row asked that students take 
normal precautions. "Continue 
to lock your car doors and 
don't leave money, CDs, cell 
phones or any other valuables in 
sight .... The chance that your 
car will get broken-into will 
decrease." 
SARAH WINFREY 
S t a f f  W r i t e r  
The William Taylor Foundation 
will be sponsoring Grandparent's 
Day on May 12. Many plans 
have been made for more than 
400 grandparents to attend. 
The day will kick off with 
breakfast from 7 to 8 a.m., and 
will be followed by a welcome 
hour featuring Richard Allen 
Farmer and various student lead­
ers. Then, grandparents are 
invited to attend chapel, in which 
Jay Kesler will address the 
crowd. Directly after chapel the 
Grandparents will be given the 
option to sit in on classes with 
their grandchildren and experi­
ence firsthand what their grand­
children do. After that, an estate-
planning seminar will be held, 
and several campus tours will be 
conducted. At 2:30, a reception 
will be hosted in which Jay 
Kesler will, once again, be the 
speaker. The day will conclude 
with a performance by the Taylor 
Chorale at 4 p.m. 
The day looks to be a full, but 
rewarding, experience. As Ken 
Smith, executive director of the 
William Taylor Foundation, put 
it, "It is a very special day to get 
grandparents on campus to see 
Taylathon, held last Saturday afternoon, featured a 
women's trlke relay and men's bike relay. Other activities 
I n c l u d e d  a  w a t e r b a l l o o n  t o s s  a n d  p l e - e a t l n g  c o n t e s t .  J e f f  
DeKruyter, pictured, helped to win the bike race for the jun­
ior class. 
NOEL SCHUTT - The Echo 
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BOMBAY, India (AP) - Meena Pawar spends all day 
in shanties cajoling women not to have more children. 
But India marks a milestone today that shows just how 
strong the tide is against her: the population officially 
reaches one billion people. Pawar, a municipal nurse, 
works in the slums of Bombay in efforts to reduce 
population growth. Experts say that in 50 years it will 
overtake China and end up-withj^5 billion people. In 
a program to^.pl^o^aw-i^^^f population 
growth, the ̂ government decided tornarOhe milestone 
in May, calling it a momenWf celebration,'^tmment to 
ponder. At New Dehi's Safdarjuhg Hospital," doctors 
are zealously wajching over several dozen pregnant 
mothers/ The fui|,girl delivered yesterday afternoon 
was designated the One billionth baby. 
TOKYO, Japan (AP) - Several measures are consid­
ered being put into place by a Japanese railway com­
pany amid surging suicide rates that experts blame on 
the lagging economy and Skyrocketing unemploy­
ment. "We can't be 100 percent sure, these steps will 
work. But we're trying them out.. We're grasping at 
straws," East Japan Railway Co, spokesman Shinji 
Okada said Wednesday. Japan has been troubled by a 
rise in suicides, which reached a record high of nearly 
33,000 in 1998. Suicides on lines run by East Japan 
Railway, which operates in the eastern part of the main 
island of Honshu including Tokyo, have hovered at 
about 200 annually for the last four years. 
UNITED STATES (AP) - Americans are being 
warned by the State department to leave Sierra Leone 
as new fighting breaks out in the African nation, 
sparking concerns that a civil war could crop up again. 
At least 15 peace protestors have been shot and 
wounded in the capital of Freetown, just outside the 
residence of rebel leader Foday Sankoh. The United 
Nations is searching for 500 peacekeepers believed to 
have been kidnapped by rebels led by Sankoh. 
RUSSIA (AP) - Vladamir Putin has been sworn in as 
president of Russia in the country's first democratic 
handover of power. Putin has promised to unite the 
Russian people and regain their trust. He made his 
remarks during a half hour ceremony at the Kremlin. 
Putin has named Mikhail Kasaynov as acting Prime 
Minister. Putin won the presidential election on 
March 26, three months after Boris Yeltsin resigned 
and named him acting president. 
JAPAN (AP) - A shipment of toxic waste from U.S. 
military bases in Japan will be sent to Wake Island for 
storage. The waste has returned to Japan after it was 
refused entry by the U.S. and Canada. The waste con­
tained surplus electrical transformers, circuit breakers 
and other electrical equipment contaminated with 
polychlorinated biphenyl, or PCB. PCB is a carcino­
genic substance and has been banned by many coun­
tries since 1977. Japan is currently looking for alter­
native places to store the waste items. 
LOS ANGELES, California (AP) - The company 
that launched creamated bits of "Star Trek" creator 
Gene Roddenberry and LSD guru Timothy Leary into 
the heavens more than three years ago is taking reser­
vations to bury the dearly departed on the moon as 
early as next year. A commercial rocket will include a 
payload of lipsticksize capsules containing cremated 
remains of about 200 people. The service will run 
$12,500 per person. 
NASHVILLE, Tennessee (AP) - About 150 purebred 
puppies destined for pet stores were found overheated 
in a broken-down cargo truck. Four died, and others 
were feared exposed to the deadly parvo virus. The 
dogs were found Tuesday afternoon by mechanics. 
The truck driver was charged with cruelty to animals 
and inhumane transport conditions, and is to appear in 
court June 7. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Love Bug computer 
virus struck at least 14 federal agencies and even pen­
etrated classified systems, proof the government isn't 
doing enough to protect its computers from hackers, a 
House subcommittee was told Wednesday. "Virtually 
all of the largest federal agencies have significant 
computer security weaknesses that place critical fed­
eral operations and assets at risk td computer-based 
attacks," said Keith Rhodes, director of computer and 
information technology assessment at the General 
Accounting Office. Among agencies the Love Bug 
virus struck were the Social "Security Administration, 
the Energy' Department, the Central^ Intelligence 
Agency, the Na%o*fial Aerbifttutic ai|,d Space 
Administration, the Imtiyigration and Naturalization 
Service and the Defense Department, Rhodes told the 
House Science technology subcommittee. 
COLUMBIA, South Carolina (AP) - Protesters 
burned Confederate and Nazi flags Wednesday outside 
South Carolina's Statehouse as Republican House 
leaders sought to force a vote on a plan to remove the 
Confederate flag from the Capitol dome. Earlier in 
the day, the state's first official celebration of 
Confederate Memorial Day, someone vandalized the 
Confederate soldier monument in front of the 
Statehouse that is being proposed as a substitute place 
to display the flag. The words "take it down, don't put 
it here" were painted in red on the monument's base. 
DAVENPORT, Iowa (AP) - George W. Bush pro­
posed tax breaks of up to several thousand dollars a 
person' Wednesday to help elderly Americans with 
nursing home insurance and those caring for older rel­
atives at home. Bush's proposal was his latest move 
toward the politital middle, closer to traditionally 
Democratic positions, in his Republican campaign for 
the presidency. A1 Gore supports a Clinton adminis­
tration plan that would give people comparable tax 
help to care for the elderly. The Texas governor said 
his plan, at a cost of $7.4 billion during five years, was 
an effort to steer off "a path to financial ruin." 
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - A memorial service yesterday 
remembered an Indiana state police officers who were 
killed in the line of duty. Flags at the Indianapolis State 
Police Post were at half-staff in remeberance of the fall­
en comrades. A roll call was read at the ceremony. It 
included the names of the 41 Indiana State Police offi­
cers killed in the line of duty since 1933. Trooper 
Eugene Teague was the first Indiana trooper to fall in the 
line of Duty. He was killed in 1933 in Paris, IL. during 
the capture of Dillinger gang members. 
EVANSVILLE (AP) - A women accused of causing a 
fatal wreck is expected to be charged today. The 
Vanderburgh County Prosecutor says 27-year-old Susan 
Knight's blood-alcohol content was almost twice the 
legal limit when the wreck occurred last Friday. 26-
year-old motorcyclist Charles Sutherland died in the 
crash. Knight faces up to eight years in prison if con­
victed. 
HAMMOND (AP) - Lake County Procecutor Bernard 
Carter says the countywide Gun-Turn-In program has 
collected more than 70 guns during its first week. 
Hammond police received a brand new nine-millimeter 
handgun, and the Sheriff's department received a brand 
new 22-caliber handgun still in the box. Carter says sev­
eral sawed-off shotguns have also been turned in. 
Children are also encouraged to turn in violent toys and 
get fast food certificates in return. Adults receive 50 
dollar gift certificates or can donate them to a local bat­
tered women's shelter. 
ETNA (AP) — The state has signed a contract to clean 
up more than 89 thousand waste tires at the Patrick 
Clark Tire Dump. The cleanup of the Whitley County 
Tire Dump will begin^immediatelyffltd should be com­
plete by the encLoflth'e year. A contractor will shred the 
tires on site and haul the remains to other area landfills 
to be used as alternative daily cover. 
' 1 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Incoming freshman in Columbus 
East and Colurrfbus North high schools now have an 
additional graduation requirement. The \ Bartholomew 
Consolidated School Corporation Board'ihas approved 
senior exit portfolios for all graduates. FThe portfolio 
will contain a transcript, resume, career p an and a sen­
ior project. The portfolios then would be iresented to a 
community panel; School officials says the portfolios 
prepare student^Tor whatever plansfthey choose after 
high school. 
BLOOMINCoTpN^^P) - Responding to the concerns 
of area residents, Indiana University officials say the 
school will voluntarily conduct furthur studies of a coal 
ash site on campus property. The Indiana Department of 
Environmental Management assessed the Range Road 
Coal ash site between 1989 and 1993 and found no fur­
ther action was necessary. However, local citizens 
groups have raised the issue of additional contamina­
tion. 
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Student defends drinking story coverage 
In response to last week's letter 
to the editor written by Kate 
Johnson and Samantha Schley, 
yes, The Echo's mission is to 
serve Taylor and to tell the truth 
in a tactful and timely fashion. 
And as a former editor of The 
Echo and author of its mission 
statement, I can say with com­
plete confidence that current edi­
tor Abby McLaughlin has done 
just that. If blame is to be placed 
on anyone, however, it should 
fall upon the shoulders of Ms. 
Johnson and Ms. Schley, who, as 
evidenced by their letter, have 
demonstrated a profound igno­
rance of journalistic principles. 
Timeliness is not, as the letter's 
authors believe, waiting until the 
"appropriate" moment to print a 
story. News organizations do not 
hold the news; they print it as it 
happens, when it happens. In this 
case, the drinking story broke 
early in the week, and it was jus­
tifiably published that Friday. 
The critique by the letter's 
authors that the story should not 
have been printed until the inci­
dent was settled is incorrect. 
During a civil trial, a war or any 
other news event, information is 
released as it becomes available. 
If Woodward and Bernstein had 
waited to print the Watergate 
story until every last fact was in, 
Nixon may have already finished 
his term and the news would be 
old and irrelevant. 
Ms. Johnson and Ms. Schley 
also questioned why The Echo 
felt the need to begin publishing 
news on disciplinary hearings so 
late in the year. The answer is 
simple-until this point, no real 
news of that kind has been 
brought to The Echo's attention. 
Had other groups of students 
participated in some mass-viola­
tion of the LTC and The Echo 
received that information, it 
would have been printed. 
Furthermore, using the drink­
ing story as a lead for the front 
page was not "sensationalism." 
In the world of journalism, as a 
rule, the biggest news item of the 
day is placed at the top of the 
front page simply because it is 
the most important. Did the New 
York Times put the story that 
broke the news of Clinton's 
impeachment on page 22A? 
Additionally, despite doubts 
expressed by Ms. Johnson and 
Ms. Schley, the incident was 
covered as it unfolded. Had the 
five students who appealed been 
exonerated, that news would 
have been published. Since all 
thejr appeals were denied, how­
ever, in consideration for the 
irtyolved parties, a follow up 
story was not written because it 
would have only caused further 
hurt. The Echo exercised tact in 
this situation, not only because it 
didn't publish the offender's 
names, but also because it chose 
not to do a follow-up story. 
Ms. Johnson and Ms. Schley's 
letter primarily found fault, how­
ever, with the editor's decision to 
publish the drinking story the 
Friday of Youth Conference 
weekend. Pointing out that the 
actions of six students do not 
accurately represent the Taylor 
student body, the letter's authors 
seemed to ignore the fact that 
students do break the LTC. In 
fact, the last time I checked, 
Taylor students do drink. They 
do look at pornography. They do 
skip more than the required num­
ber of chapels. They do engage 
in premarital sex. They do 
smoke, dance, cheat, lie and 
steal. In fact, I believe that near­
ly all Taylor students break the 
LTC at one point or another. And 
Clothing issue called into question 
again: A rebuttal to "Angsty Duck" 
l found Ben Reed's article in last week's 
Echo to be rife with illogical and unneces­
sary shock-oriented musings. His overall 
point was that men are solely responsible for 
their lusting; I concur. However, he actually 
proved almost nothing. His entire article was 
a stream of knee-jerk assertion, failing to 
really help the situation at all. 
He stated that "Taylor men have this way 
of not taking the blame for their sin. We 
want the women to think that when they 
wear shorts, we lust." Some men may blame 
shorts-wearing women for their sin. Most, 1 
dare say, do not. Most Taylor men acknowl­
edge their responsibility for their actions, of 
both mind and of body (Matthew 6:28). 
Most Taylor men are simply asking, as a 
courtesy, that women understand their weak­
nesses and help their walks by lessening the 
temptation that they face. It is quite possible 
to be a "real man" and yet humbly ask "real 
women" for voluntary assistance in die less­
ening of temptation. It is only for the shal­
low-minded individual to think that such a 
request encroaches upon blame. 
In order to show that there is no problem 
with the way Taylor women dress, Ben 
solicited the opinion of his mother, who stat­
ed that, "They don't dress any differently 
than women you would see elsewhere." 
What does that prove? Nothing. Does the 
fact that Taylor women dress no differently 
than other women mean that there is no prob­
lem? The front-page headline read "STU­
DENTS CAUGHT DRINKING AT PARTY." 
That is no different that elsewhere, either. Does 
this mean that it is acceptable? 
Ben's conclusion that "men are actually 
causing women to destroy their bodies" (by 
including eating disorders) is ridiculous. It is 
not that simple. As a whole, society is respon­
sible for holding up the Barbie-doll figure as 
the necessary ideal; men are a part of that. In 
the same way, women are not the only ones 
with "issues" concerning their self-image. Both 
men and women foil to find their self-worth in 
Christ and engage in harmful behavior as a 
result. 
Page 14 of the Student Life Handbook lists 
"responsibility to fellow Christians" (empha­
sis original) as one of the principles in Taylor's 
dress code. In the same way that "real men 
take responsibility," real women also take 
responsibility. Fortunately, the vast majority of 
Taylor women already do. 
Nothing that women can do will eliminate 
the problem. Men will still sin, and they will 
be responsible for it There are a select few of 
Taylor's female population who do have the 
ability to help lessen this problem, however. If 
you are one of these select few, then I, and 
many other men, ask you to consider what you 
wear more carefully. 
-Matt Oquist 
though the majority of students 
do their best to honor their com­
mitment to the LTC, they still 
struggle from time to time. I do 
not believe The Echo's story was 
misleading in any respect, though 
the intentions of the letter's 
authors were. They hold a double 
standard; misleading youth by 
giving them a false, negative 
impression of Taylor is bad, 
though misleading them with the 
positive impression is not. 
I believe that Ms. Johnson and 
Ms. Schley's real complaint is 
that Taylor's image has been 
damaged. In reality, however, 
The Echo's story has served to 
uphold it, showing how serious 
Taylor is about the LTC. Taylor is 
not a perfect place, though many 
would like to believe that it is. 
The authors of last week's letter 
said The Echo's stoiy gave visit­
ing youth the wrong impression. 
May I ask then, what the correct 
representation of Taylor is? 
Maybe the letter's authors simply 
prefer a different outlook, one 
that paints Taylor as some sort of 
Christian Utopia to the outside 
world. This would perpetuate the 
lie that Taylor is a perfect place -
surely a better alternative to 
telling the truth. 
And just what is the truth? The 
truth is that Taylor is a strong 
Christian environment, which, 
like any group of believers, has 
its fair share' of problems and 
struggles with sin. If Ms. 
Johnson and Ms. Schley believe 
that the story should have been 
held because "there were few 
opportunities for discussion," 
perhaps they should remember 
the numerous hours set aside 
during Youth Conference for just 
that. While The Echo certainly 
wasn't the slated topic for con­
versation, discussion group lead­
ers had ample opportunity to dia­
logue with their kids about the 
incident and what it meant. 
Misrepresentation is really not 
the issue here, however. The 
Echo is concerned with reporting 
the news as accurately and 
quickly as possible. The fact of 
the matter is that six students 
were expelled for drinking, and 
that is news, any way you cut it. 
To overlook such a story in the 
interests of Taylor's image would 
not only do the university an 
injustice, but the profession of 
journalism as well. 
- Mike Schueler 
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The Echo exists to serve 
Taylor University. Our 
mission is to tell the truth 
in a tactful and timely 
fashion.The Echo has been 
published weekly since 
1915, except for January 
term, exam week and 
school holidays. All let­
ters, questions or com­
ments may be addressed 
to The Echo, Taylor 
University, 236 W. Reade 
Ave., Upland, IN 46989-
1001. Offices are located 
in Rupp Communication 
Arts Building (765) 998-
5359. Member of the 
Associated Collegiate 
Press. The Echo is printed 
by the Fairmount News-
Sun in Fairmount, IN. 
e-mail: echo@tayloru.edu 
Vinnie gives thumbs up; "Gladiator" lives 
First of 
all, you got 
y o u r  
" s w a s h , "  
which I 
believe is 




swiftly about. You can hear this 
sound almost everyday as 
weasely people swiftly cut to the 
front of the line in the DC. Then 
you have your "buckle," which, 
to the best of my knowledge, is 
what you use to fasten your belt 
together. So maybe a "swash-
buckle" is what you. get when 
you put your pants on real fast. 
To be perfectly honest, I'm not 
exactly sure what swashbuckling 
means, but I'm pretty sure that 
this week's movie, "Gladiator," 
is full of it. 
The movie opens with a mas­
sive "Braveheart"-esque battle 
between the shiny, well-oiled 










T a y 1 o r -
beyond the 
immediate community (which I, 
for one, immensely treasure), out 
of the undergraduate classroom 
(and into the rigors of post-
Taylor education), off Third 
West (my favorite wing on cam­
pus) and out of the business of 
getting free CDs and writing 
about them for whoever will 
read. Now that I'm really going 
to miss. So I decided to attempt 
to make this last review really 
strike a chord within our student 
body. Thus hyped and intro­
duced, I bring to you my review 
of the much-anticipated new 
Ween release, "White Pepper." 
Yes, I did say Ween. You may 
not know it, but Ween has been a 
favorite of the college radio 
scene for the last 10+ years. 
What, don't you listen to 
to a mob of angry, hairy guys 
with big sticks. The fight is, of 
course, a rout, and in its after­
math, the Roman Empire has 
pretty much conquered the 
whole world. The current 
Caesar, Marcus Aurelius, is 
giddy as a schoolgirl over his 
latest victory and owes many 
thanks to his strapping young 
general, Maximus (Russell 
Crowe), who, because of his 
bravery and valor, the elderly 
ruler wishes to make his 
replacement. The problem is 
that something bad happens to 
Aurelius before he can make 
the appointment official, and 
not knowing any better, Rome 
makes the late Caesar's despi­
cably sleazy son Commodus its 
new leader. Commodus knows 
of daddy's plan to promote 
Maximus, so out of jealousy he 
sends some men to rub out the 
war hero. Maximus, it turns 
out, has a PhD in swashbuck­
ling and quickly escapes the 
evil son's grasp. 
Far from home and without 
food, Maximus is picked up by 
slave-traders and sold to a griz­
zly old codger named Proximo. 
(I know what you're thinking 
about all these names, and I 
totally agree-they're really 
WTUR? Well, you could know 
this stuff if you kept up. 
Anyway, with "White Pepper," 
Ween is giving one more offer­
ing to all the "boognishes" out 
there. I told you Ween was big; 
they're so big, there is a word for 
their fans. Of course, I didn't 
know what a boognish was 
either, but they exist, and they 
make their websites by the hun­
dreds, so Ween must be big, 
right? 
"White Pepper" is the band's 
ninth full album, and the sixth on 
a major label (Elektra). Ween's 
eclectic mixes range in style and 
sound from Jimmy Buffet to 
Soundgarden, and they cover 
everything in between with ease. 
This includes Chris Isaac, the 
Beatles, labelmates Phish, Pink 
Floyd... you get the idea. Every 
song on this disc has a distinctly 
different sound. This variety 
doesn't necessarily make for an 
enjoyable disc, but it shows 
promise. Ween has not only sur­
vived but gathered a cult follow­
ing by entertaining. Their lyrics 
are silly affairs with slightly 
more meaning and coherence 
than Phish's, but in the same 
cool.) Proximo is the Don King 
of the old world; he promotes the 
biggest gladiatorial match-ups 
around, and Maximus quickly 
becomes his prime-time player. 
Once Maximus has kicked 
enough butt, he graduates to the 
big leagues: Rome and the fabled 
Coliseum. Here, of course, he 
will do much rough-housing and 
"Maximus, 




inevitably meet up with his old 
pal, Commodus, the new Caesar 
of Rome. 
The movie is a long one, just 
under three hours, but it doesn't 
seem so bad as it fills the time 
with epic spectacle, capturing all 
the gusto of the age. When 
Commodus makes his tri­
umphant return to Rome as the 
new Caesar, he (along with the 
audience) is treated to the mag­
nificent sight of this famous city 
at the height of its glory. How 
vein. And, as previously men­
tioned, their albums have more 
styles than Puff Daddy's 
wardrobe. Ween promises not to 
be just another rock-and-roll 
band, and on "White Pepper," 
they succeed again. 
The CD opens with the space-
rock, Sonic Youth-ish "exactly 
where i'm at," and within five 
songs, the band has traveled 
through areas we can easily iden­
tify with the Beatles, Tom Petty, 
the 77's, Jimmy Buffet, and 
Soundgarden at its grungiest. 
Ween won't blow you away with 
their talent; although they are 
very capable musicians, they 
excel at playing everything well 
rather than doing any one thing 
best. They use irony like a 
knife-or more accurately, a 
scalpel-taking their inspiration 
and altering it just enoughjto 
change it completely while keep­
ing it much the same. Perhaps 
this is best shown by "even if you 
don't," which takes the form laid 
down by the Beatles on "All You 
Need is Lov'" and reshapes it as 
skillfully as Paula Jones' plastic 
surgeon on a nose job. It takes 
the well-known, albeit trite cho-
the filmmakers were able to cre­
ate this I don't know, but it's the 
second-most amazing special 
effect I've seen, next to the talk­
ing turtle in "The Three 
Amigos." 
Despite all this technical wiz­
ardry, in the end "Gladiator" is 
really the Russell Crowe show. 
If you don't know who he is, you 
soon will, because this talented 
character actor from "L.A. 
Confidential" and "The Insider" 
has made himself a star in his 
high-profile turn as Maximus. 
He draws you in immediately 
with his somber gaze as he 
walks among his troops at the 
beginning of the film. Ypu 
know he doesn't enjoy what he 
does, he'd rather be at home 
with his wife and kid, but he 
believes in his country. "Rome is 
the light," he says, and he's will­
ing to fight to protect it. As he is 
forced to kill for the entertain­
ment of others, you can see the 
humanity leave him, and you're 
saddened, because you know 
how good a man he used to be. 
Towards the end, he's never out­
done by the fancy tiger fights or 
speedy chariots. Just as he is for 
Proximo, he's always the film's 
prime-time player. 
There is one interesting issue 
rus "all you need is love, love is 
all you need," and with a couple 
snips and slices, we have "I love 
you, even if you don't, you've 
got your knife up to my throat, 
why do you want to see me 
bleed." This wouldn't be so 
remarkable if Ween wasn't able 
to keep the same feel created by 
the Beatles while changing their 
message so radically. They do 
this time and again, creating a 
fun CD that is so easy to listen to 
you hardly notice when it ends 
and starts again. 
Well, another three weeks and 
I could give my insights while 
listening to my new Pearl Jam 
CD, but I do hope you enjoyed 
this review. If it sounds like 
Ween is the kind of group you 
would find funny, I assure you 
their humor is accessible-just not 
at most Wal-Marts. 
So ends my brief but beneficial 
career with the Echo. Thanks for 
reading, and I encourage you to 
treasure your last years at Taylor 
more than an old-school Third 
Wester does his pickup or a 
Sammy II guy does his favorite 
dress because, as this typically 
nostalgic senior is realizing more 
"Gladiator" raises, seemingly by 
accident. When the crowds 
cheer the brutality in the 
Coliseum, they are looked down 
upon for their insensitivity 
towards human life, dismissed at 
times as a "mob." Sitting in the 
theater, watching as the gladia­
tors are dispatched, in quite 
bloody fashion at times, I could­
n't help but feel that I was like 
those in the mob, paying to be 
entertained by mindless brutali­
ty. Certainly no one really died 
in the filming of this movie, but 
hearing laughter from behind me 
while a man is being slaughtered 
gives me a little pause, especial­
ly in a movie that, at certain 
parts, outright condemns sense­
less carnage. 
The film isn't without its 
morals, however. It contains not 
a single foul word, no nudity, 
and no sex, which is more than I 
can say about the average issue 
of the Echo. 
Trying to rate this film was a 
little difficult, since it's not close 
enough to perfect to get top hon­
ors, yet it has way too much 
swashbuckling to give it the run­
ner-up spot. So I'm creating a 
hybrid: "Gladiator" gets a 
French Toasted Calzone. Jay 
Kesler rules! 
than ever, the times-they are a -
changin'. God Bless you all. 
Now save 
up to 30% on 
State Farm 
car insurance. 
See me to find out how 
you may qualify. 
: ' life* ' ^ | 
Dennis Roach 
144 E. Main St. 
Gas City, EM 
674-9831 
stfrml@bpsinet.com 
/• STAY! FAftJ* 
Like a good neighbor, 
State Farm is there.® 
State Farm Mutual 
Automobile Insurance Co. 
Home Offices: Bloomington, IL 
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Track team off to NAIA meet 
Taylor sending more athletes to National meet than ever before 
LUKE RE1MER 
The Taylor track and field team 
competed last weekend at the 
National Christian College 
Athletic Association (NCCAA) 
meet and qualified a number of 
athletes to compete at the NAIA 
national meet. 
The women finished third with 
JS9.5 points, the highest Taylor 
women have ever finished at the 
meet. The women trailed 
Cedarville and meet winner 
Malone College, which scored 
232.5 points. 
The men scored 173.5 points, 
enough to take home the trophy. 
Second place was Malone with 
139.5 points. 
The women's effort was high­
lighted by a number of first place 
efforts. Rebecca DeGeyter 
broke the school record and won 
the meet 100m with an official 
time of 12.2. 
DeGeyter was third behind 
Ursula Chase in the 200m, the 
women taking second and third 
in the event. Chase broke the 
Taylor record, posting a 25.1. 
Tracy Hale broke the school 
record in the pole vault, clearing 
10'6". 
The men's victory was paced 
by several double event winners. 
Darren Youngstrom set new 
meet records in the 110m high 
hurdles and the 400m intermedi­
ate hurdles. Gabriel Rop won the 
3000m steeplechase and the 
5000m. Steve Ercegovac won 
the shotput and also the discus. 
He and Taylor throwers Josh 
Kijanko and Sinisa Ercegovac 
filled out the top 3 spots. 
Taylor also finished first and 
second in the 1500m and the 
shotput. 
This year, Taylor will be taking 
the largest contingent of athletes 
it has ever taken to nationals. 
The meet is scheduled for May 
25-27 and will be held in 
Vancouver. The men expect to be 
in competition for the national 
title, having finished third last 
year. The women have never 
taken such a large number of 
team members to the meet. 
"Its exciting that so many girls 
qualified to go [to nationals] this 
year. It will be a good experience 
and lots of fun," DeGeyter said. 
"I believe that this year's team 
is the best overall team that 
Taylor has ever put together," 
steeplechaser Jon Tabor said. "If 
we perform at our best in 
Canada, we have the potential to 
bring home the very first track 
championship ever to Taylor." 
The men's and women's per­
formances on both sides could 
be affected by several late season 
injuries. Sinisa Ercegovac, a 
Taylor thrower, is currently on 
crutches from a bruised heel. 
Hale, the MCC and NCCAA 
women's pole vault champion 
and record holder, reinjured her 
quadricep last weekend while 
vaulting. The women will also 
miss the cpntributions of Alysha 
Aalbregtse. A qualifier for 
nationals last year in the hurdles, 
Aalbregtse was unable to hurdle 
this year and was also not at full 
speed during the relays. 
Regardless of the meet's out­
come, this season marks one of 
the most productive ever by 
Taylor track and field. 
NOEL SCHUTT-T/ie Echo 
Munyao Kitonyi practices for the NAIA national meet. 
Kitonyi placed second in the NCCAA 1500m. 




The Taylor golf te'am took fifth 
at the NAIA Region 8 tourna­
ment May 4-6. The team carded 
a total of 954 for the 54 holes. 
Marian College took the tourna­
ment and the automatic bid to 
the NAIA national tournament, 
carding 913. 
Senior Jeff Nicoson, who fired 
rounds of 77-76-78, totaling 
231, led the Trojans and was the 
sixth individual. Second for the 
Trojans was sophomore Jared 
Seaman who carded a 238. The 
scorers following Seaman were 
Wes Kent, Chad Raymond and 
Aryn Linenger. 
Baseball 
Taylor opened the MCC tour­
nament by defeating IWU 4-3. 
After two innings the Trojans led 
the Wildcats 3-1, but couldn't 
hold the lead. The game went 
into extra innings tied 3-3. The 
tension ended when Trojan Andy 
Krause doubled and scored on a 
passed ball in the 13th. 
In Tay lor's second game of the 
tournament, the Trojans spotted 
St. Francis an early lead and 
were unable to come from 
behind. The team entered the 
ninth down 9-3 and rallied for 
five runs, only to lose with a 
final score of 9-8. 
The Trojans faced Huntington 
in the loser's bracket for their 
third game with a chance at the 
winners bracket champions on 
the line. Taters by Scott 
Blackford, Andy Krause and 
starting pitcher Jeremy Roberts 
weren't enough, and Huntington 
took the win 19-8. 
Taylor finished the season with 
a 20-23-1 record (14-13-1 
MCC). 
Softball 
The Lady Trojans jumped to a 
quick 4-0 lead in the first round 
of the MCC tournament, but 
were unable to hold on. IWU 
took the game by rallying for a 
7-4 victory. 
In the loser's bracket, it was 
deja vu all over again for the 
Lady Trojans, as they suc­
cumbed a lead to drop the game 
to Goshen College 7-4. 
Taylor closed the book on the 
season with a 13-21 record (7-7 
MCC). 
Leah Rukes 
Taylor softball player Leah 
Rukes was named to the All-
MCC team after the close of the 
MCC tournament. Rukes 
pitched and played first base for 
the Lady Trojans. 
Rukes posted an 8-18 record as 
a pitcher, with a 4.19 ERA. She 
allowed 51 runs, walked 41, and 
struck out'37. 
Rukes batted .351 on 31 hits. 
She also recorded 17 RBI's, 8 
doubles, and a McGwire. 
TRACY HALE 
Sport: Track and Field 
Year: Sophomore 
Major: Biology Pre-Med 
Events: Pole Vault, 400m 
Is that Tracy's magic 8-ball? No. 
Hometown: South Charleston, Ohio 
Family:Tracy's mother, Debbie Parker, 
is a nurse. Tracy's father, Tom Parker, 
works in business management. Tracy 
has five brothers and one younger sis­
ter. 
Track history: Tracy began running 
track in the seventh grade and ran all 
four years at Southeastern High 
School. She went to the state meet 
three of her four years on her 
school's 4x100 team. Tracy began 
pole vaulting at the end of last sea­
son and qualified this year to vault 
at the NAIA national meet, clearing 
10'6" for the first time all season. 
Tracy on Nationals: "I think its just 
awesome that we're making an 
appearance. I think its pretty cool 
that we have so many girls going. 
Its gnarly. Yes, definitely." 
Mind your Manners. 
(again) 
Back by popular demand, Career Development and Creative Dining 
are hosting a second Etiquette Dinner to be held Thursday, May 
181*1. Whether you are anticipating a job interview over a meal, or 
need to learn how not to act at your cousin Bessy's wedding this 
summer, the Etiquette Dinner is guaranteed to help you look, feel 
and eat your best. Come and join us for a crash-course on table 
manners (and a really tasty dinner at no charge to you). Open to 
Juniors and Seniors!! 
When: Thursday, May 18^, 6:00 p.m. 
Where: The West Dining Room, D.C. 
Cost: Compliments of Creative Dining 
Dress: Interview attire 
How: Sign up in the Career Development, Business, or 
Communications offices 
OR CALL x5382 to RSVP! 
Space is limited and will be on a first come, first served basis. 
Deadline for signup is May 16' th 
Athlete of the Week 
